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TRAFFIC COMMISSION MINUTES 
 
Mike Graft opened the meeting of Marion Traffic Commission Tuesday January 21, 2020 at ~2:00 pm in the 3rd 
Floor Conference room Marion Municipal Building. He instructs the Secretary for the Roll Call: 
 
Present 

Mike Graft      Chairman of Commission 
Brian Cowgill      City Council Representative 
Tony Fox      Fire Department Representative 
Sam Ramsey      City Plan Director 
 
Non-voting members 
Rhonda Pierson     Traffic Department Representative 
Virgil Hartley      Traffic Commission Secretary 
 
 

Absent 
 David Gilbert      Police Department Representative 
 Tom R. Hunt      Legal Department Representative 
             Also present was C-T reporter Ms. Jaylan Miller 
 
Mike states that since there wasn’t a meeting last month that, we could bypass the reading of last month’s 
minutes and that there was some conflict with some member’s schedule, but we will have a discussion on this 
later. With that we go on to New Business because Mr. Jim Allbaugh/Carey Services was here to speak on his 
issue. 
 
New Business: Speeding on S. Carey St. at Carey Services-speaking Mr. Jim Allbaugh: Mike leads the discussion 
saying that the Commission already knows what’s going on in that area, Jim agrees, but Mike still would like 
Mr. Allbaugh to voice his opinion and to present it officially to the Traffic Commission and to see if there were 
any other alternatives. Mike gives a bit of history of the problem: there is a crosswalk and Carey Street is 
posted at 25 MPH, there are two “STATE LAW- STOP FOR PEDESTRIANS WITHIN THE CROSSWALK” signs at the 
crosswalks.  
Jim now is speaking: First he wanted to thank the Commission for letting him voice his concerns, he says he 
has had a chance to talk to Virgil in December and has had several meetings with the employees (at Carey 
Service’s) and with the Resident Council of Pleasant Wood and Pleasant Square Apt.’s about the speeding 
issue. Again he mentions that the talk he had with Virgil was the question “is this an Engineering or 
Enforcement issue?”  Jim mentions that he and the President of the Pleasant Wood Residential Council have 
meetings regularly and that this issue (speeding) is a concern to them.  
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He adds that you see the 25 MPH sign coming off W. 26th Street unto Southbound Carey and off W. 30th Street 
unto Northbound Carey. Jim says that he has made a couple of observations, he states that both sign 
assemblies are tilted/damages and hard to see. He asked if there could be additional speed limit signs in 
between those two. He continues in saying that he didn’t know all the rules & regulations on posting traffic 
signs, but would like the City to do this. He says he understands that having too many signs probably wouldn’t 
help either. Mike says that this could probably be done. Jim adds that again too many signs might be a bit of 
an overkill, but would like to at least see if a couple of more Speed Limit signs might help. As far as location he 
states that putting some on the Services property was not a concern. He tells the Commission that he 
appreciated the City painting the crosswalks and installing the pedestrian crossing signs (R1-6a) to make the 
crossing observable (?). He gives an example that one day he observed someone crossing so he stopped way 
back to give the lady confidence that no one else was coming, but he feels people still don’t feel save w/these 
signs at this location. He is asking if the City could partner w/Carey Services to make the signs stand out, be 
more illuminated (like what MGH has done of their signs). He adds that he and Mike have talked about this 
very thing when Mike was looking at paving 28th Street.  
Jim mentions that one of the Ped signs had been knocked over as they do get deliveries and a truck had hit it. 
Mike asks Rhonda if she knew about this and Jim adds that he doesn’t think this had been reported yet, he 
adds that it taken by one of the Maintenance employee to the building. Jim explains that Carey Services has a 
workshop there and they do some manufacturing and get deliveries with big trucks. He was sure one of them 
had done it. Mike asks if there was a report to Carey so that the insurance could take care of it, Jim didn’t 
think so. He does continue that their maintenance people had the sign and was trying to maybe reinstall it, but 
then says that was was probably not a very good idea and instead the maintenance people needed to call the 
City on this, but as of now he hasn’t heard from the Maintenance people on this matter. Again he mentions 
that for today he would like to know if there were any other options with the city on this. He continues in 
thanking the City for the crosswalks and signage and then adds that he is looking into maybe having the 
Services artists do something as he says other Cities have done some artistic endeavors/creations on 
crosswalks. He refers to what people have done on Stormwater covers, etc. Again his main objective is to see 
if the City could/would install a couple of speed limit signs. Mike comments that that was all good and well in 
that you can have all the signage you want, but they have to be enforceable. He goes on to tell Jim and the 
Commission that he just had a meeting with the Police Chief (Angela Haley) on enforcement as we are getting 
quite a few request for Stop signs in hope of slowing drivers down- Stop signs are not a speed control device 
Mike adds. He then continues that the talk he had with Chief Haley is that maybe they can get a squad car in 
the parking lot for a bit and see if starting to ticket the kids from the High School for a while will settle things 
down after the students get speeding tickets 
 Again the discussion is on signs: too many signs and nobody will pay attention to. Mike address to Jim that yes 
we will add a couple of more speed limit signs, but without enforcement – thinking that the addition of more 
sign will stop the speeding is folly. Mike mentions to Jim that something we (both) can look at is if there is a 
utility pole nearby maybe a streetlight could be installed to at least brighten up the area. Jim says there are a 
couple of new poles being installed and maybe that’s what this are for. Mike wanted to assure Jim that just 
because there are new poles that doesn’t necessary mean that a light is going to be installed. Mike explains to 
Jim that the only way to be sure is to talk to AEP and if they are just a span, to request a light on a pole (closest 
to the intersection). Mike further states that AEP is replacing poles all over the Marion area.  
Jim says that he thought that was the arraignment Carey had with AEP. He continues that would be good idea 
as this is a dark area and that maybe with the lighting update the people in the area will have more confidence 
in using the crosswalks, Mike addresses that twofold: one to fix the speed limit signs and two for Rhonda to 
get with the maintence people at Carey and pick up the Ped. Xing signs that was damaged.  
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Mike adds that there is a street name sign that needs to be repaired & replaced- Rhonda admits that she is 
behind on replacing street name signs, Mike concurs. He then says that whatever Carey wants to do as far as 
“sprucing up” the crosswalks with art the City has no problems with that, but as far as slowing drivers down 
didn’t think that would have much of an affect, Jim agreed. Again Mike explained to Jim that if these new 
poles that AEP is replacing doesn’t have a streetlight on them, to get with Virgil and he would handle that with 
AEP. The conversation is now on a school speed assembly that is down, Rhonda is on it and Jim then asks Mike 
that he should get with Jason (RMA) on the illuminated R1-6a sign like at MGH. Mike also is talking about the 
operating costs with this assembly and the possible theft of the batteries (which aren’t cheap). He further 
explains that the City didn’t have anyone experienced on these signs, so that if these do get installed (by 
Carey’s Maintenance) they would have to maintain them. Jim understood. Mike wanted Jim to understand 
that if Carey decided to go with new R1-6a signs they would have to get with the Engineering Department and 
if it is determined that no new street lights were being installed to get with Virgil and he would get with AEP 
and get that going, also the City will look at adding supplemental speed limit signs on Carey between 26th and 
30th Streets. Jim mentions again that he knew for a fact that the new poles were “light poles,” but Mike again 
assures Jim know that just because these are AEP pole that doesn’t mean that there will be street lights on 
them, it’s just a maintence project. The conversation turns to how AEP bills the City- it’s not by location, but by 
the pole number also if a light isn’t reported out then we don’t know- we don’t drive around at night to look 
for lights that are out. Jim thanks the Commission for letting him air his issue on the speeding problem. 
 
The next 2 (two) issues: 
a. 4 Way Stop Sign request at S. ‘D’ & W. 10th St.’s 
b. Existing Traffic Signals at S. Lincoln Blvd. & E. 38th St. 
These were touched base with the new member of the Commission Brian Cowgill (with the C-T reporter) to 
bring everyone up to date on these. Since there were two Commission members absent, there was no 
action/voting done. Both were tabled until the next meeting. Mike asked the members who were present to 
field investigate these two location and get feedback on them for the next scheduled meeting. With that Mike 
askes to entertain a motion to adjoin the meeting:  
 
NOTE: The secretary had lost his notes on who made the motion to adjoin & who seconded it. 
The next scheduled meeting is Tuesday February 18, 2020. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


